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Key points

“Study to support an impact assessment of 
regulatory requirements for AI in Europe”

- Strong evidence of AI impacting all EU rights

Local, regional, national, supranational, 
international AI policy – quo vadis?

- Increasingly complex policy landscape



I.
AI and fundamental rights in the EU



Study to support an impact assessment of regulatory 
requirements for Artificial Intelligence in Europe
Link to study: https://op.europa.eu/s/peeR

- February 2020 - April 2021 

- 4 chapters

- Impact of AI on EU fundamental rights, security, safety

- Collaborating with Commission DGs, stakeholders (civil society, SMEs, 

representative bodies, standard experts, academia, etc.)

https://op.europa.eu/s/peeR


I.

The rise of AI and its 
risks for fundamental 
rights and safety

II.

International AI policy 
and emerging 
regulatory frameworks

III.

Public consultation on 
the EC AI White Paper

IV.

Assessment of costs 
of complying with the 
AI regulation

what’s next?

AI regulatory proposal; 
Trilogue



Summarising evidence of AI threatening fundamental rights

Recruitment process (p. 196):

- ‘Robo-recruiting’ (automated/predictive 

hiring systems) most often biased, 

discriminatory and violating EU rights

- Tools often developed, tested and first 

used on non-EU markets

 

Surveillance at work (p. 198)

- Surveillance mechanisms become more 

widespread, often violating the private

- Performance determining future jobs or 

evaluation becomes commonplace

- Presumed inferences on “employee 

performance monitoring, team dynamics 

and the job satisfaction of individual 

employees” 



II. 
Local, regional, national, 
supranational, international AI policy 
– quo vadis?



Emerging AI policy initiatives & fora

- Rapidly increasing AI government/ political strategies

- Additionally: OECD, GPAI, ITU, SDOs, trade agreements, U.S.-EU TTC... 
- Highly complex institutional landscape poses difficulties to consensus building

Open questions: 

- Global South?
- Extraterritorial scope?
- International dispute resolution (Schrems II)?



Summary

“Study to support an impact assessment of 
regulatory requirements for AI in Europe”

- We find strong evidence of AI systems 
impacting all fundamental rights

Local, regional, national, supranational, 
international AI policy – quo vadis?

- We find an increasingly complex network of 
actors and policy frameworks for AI
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